
SCH-S-702MH
Items specialized for boat casting games such 
as boat sea bass and sagoshi. SCH-S-762M

A model that can be used from boat games 
such as boat sea bass and sagoshi to shore 
lure fishing.SCH-S-802ML

A model that can be used widely from light 
shore jigging to sea bass based on egging.

SCH-S-802M
A model that can be widely deployed mainly 
for light lure games.

SCH-S-802PL
Power light model, a model that has rod power 
even when playing light games. SCH-S-802MH

An item that can be widely deployed with sea 
bass and light shore jigging mainly for rock 
fish games.SCH-S-902ML

A model that can develop a wide range of 
shore lure games mainly for sea bass.

SCH-S-902M
A model that can be widely deployed mainly 
for light lure games.SCH-S-902MH

A rod mainly used for sea bass minnows over 
12 cm. A model that can mainly develop light 
shore jigging to sea bass.

A super versatile model that can handle sea bass, egging, rock fish game, 
light shore jigging, shore surf game, chining, etc. And this time blanks use 
30t medium-elasticity nano carbon, finished in blanks that maximize 
sensitivity, controllability and stickiness.

The grip is equipped with a high quality AAA grip.

* Only the spinning model will be developed.

Z E N I T H   S c h e l m

Schelm
ZENITH

It is an additional model of Schlemm's Shore series.

It is the emergence of shore models such as shore jigging and 
blackfin sea bass.The length will be released in 3 models of 
10ft, 11ft, and 12ft.
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"Schelm" means "naughty, mischievous" in German.�

It is a series with the desire to play with anything mischievously.

https://www.digitaka.com/items/217/6/25/Schelm
https://www.digitaka.com/items/217/6/25/Schelm

